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QuickStart Guide: 
How to Enter Data in an 
Annual Assessment Plan 

Planning & Self Study by Watermark 

Tip: Hover your mouse over the call-out icons 
embedded in this document for additional 
explanation of the steps outlined below.
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trv546
Sticky Note
These call-out icons will appear throughout the document to provide additional context and explanation for users.
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Your Home Page 

When you log in to Planning & Self Study by Watermark, you will see a page that looks like this, with dashboards for each 

Organization- such as a program, co-curricular or administrative unit- for which you have been assigned as a Lead 

contributor to enter assessment and planning data.  Each dashboard includes links that take you directly to areas to enter 

specific content, such as assessment plans and mission statement.  You may see multiple such dashboards if you have been 

assigned as a Lead contributor for multiple Organizations at your institution.  If you do not see one or more Organizations 

that you expect to see on your home page, please contact a Planning & Self-Study administrator at your institution for 

clarification. 

Accessing an Assessment Plan 

Planning & Self-Study can be used to track and manage annual outcomes assessment data (measures, findings, results, 

actions, etc.) in an assessment Plan.  If one of your Organizations is included in an annual Plan, you will see that Plan listed 

within the Projects In Progress area of your Organization.  

You may see multiple Plans if there is more than one assessment cycle that you are required to enter data into.  To work on 

a Plan, click on its title. 
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Select Outcomes for Assessment 

Add Outcomes to a Plan 

When you open a Plan for the first time, you must select which Outcomes your Organization will assess that year.  Start by 
clicking the Select Outcomes button on this page.  

The following page shows a list of all your Organization’s Outcomes. 

From this page, you can edit your existing Outcomes by clicking the pen icon to the right of that Outcome, and you can also 
create additional Outcomes by clicking the Create New Outcome button at the bottom of this list.  For more information 
about creating and editing Outcomes, please review the previous guide. 

trv546
Sticky Note
The previous guide on "adding/editing outcomes" gives you a different pathway for adding outcomes. Just know that you can also click here to add another outcome that is not on the pre-populated list of outcomes shown here. 
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To select the Outcomes that your Organization will assess and report on for this Plan, first check the boxes the left of each 
Outcome title that you want to include.  

Then, click the Apply Selection button in the upper right-hand corner of the page. 

On the following page, you will see your selected Outcomes, and can start entering Measures for each Outcomes.  If your 
selected Outcomes had Measures added to them in prior Plans, those Measure will automatically be added to those 
Outcomes for this Plan. 
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Remove Outcomes from a Plan 

If you need to remove an Outcome from a Plan, first click the Add/Edit Outcomes button in the upper right-hand corner of 
the page.  Please note that you can only remove an Outcome from a Plan if that Outcome does not have any Measures 
associated with it; if that Outcome has Measures, you must first remove those Measure from that Outcome before you can 
remove that Outcome from a Plan. 

This will take you back to the Outcome selection page.  Deselect Outcomes from this list by clicking a checked box to the 
left of an Outcome title, which removes the checkmark. 

Then, click the Apply Selection button in the upper right-hand corner of the page. 

You will be returned to your Plan page which will no longer include the removed Outcome. 
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Add/Edit Measures 

Add Measures to an Outcome 

Once you have selected the Outcomes your Organization will assess in a Plan, the next step is to enter the Measures used 
to assess each Outcome.  On your Plan page, you will see your selected Outcomes. 

To add a Measure to an Outcome, first click on that Outcome displayed in the screen-shot above, which will expand it to 
reveal a New Measure button.   Click that button to add a new Measure. 

trv546
Sticky Note
Click on the outcome that you want to enter measures for. In this example, click on "Subject Matter Expertise" to see the "new measure" button.
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On the following page, you will see a form with various fields to enter data for your Measure: 

trv546
Sticky Note
Select this box if your measure is not derived from a course such as a licensure exam, graduate exit survey, internship evaluation, etc.

trv546
Sticky Note
For now, please ignore this button. Because we are in the process of transitioning from Tk20 to Watermark Planning and Self-Study, UTRGV does not yet have the capability to integrate assessment data from other systems. 

trv546
Sticky Note
For outcomes on student learning  please identify the following:1) What. Identify the signature student work products or performances used for assessment (e.g., presentation, exam, exhibition)2) Where. Identify the courses or student experiences where assessment occurs3) When. Specify the semester and year the data was collected4) How. Describe the method or tool used to evaluate student work (e.g., rubric)

trv546
Sticky Note
Attachments can include examples of completed student work products, a copy of the rubric or evaluation criteria (if used). If indirect measures are used such as surveys or focus groups, a copy of the questionnaire can be attached as well. 
 

trv546
Sticky Note
Select the category that best aligns with the type of measure being used for assessment. This typically involves the type of student work products or performances collected when measuring student learning outcomes.

trv546
Sticky Note
The categories listed here will be different depending on the type of outcome (either learning outcomes or success outcomes). Our best advice is to select the item on the menu that best fits your measure. If none of the options are adequate, then simply select "other." 

trv546
Sticky Note
This section will not appear for all other outcomes not focused on student learning - which are known as "success outcomes" in this system. If your organization does not rely on student learning outcomes for assessment but you still see this section appear, then you'll need to go back to the guide on adding/editing outcomes and make sure the outcome is added under the "success" category rather than the "learning" category.

trv546
Sticky Note
for all other non-learning outcomes, please provide the following information:1) What. Describe the data (and data source) used for assessment of this outcome 2) Where. Describe where was data collected 3) When. Specify the semester and year when the data was collected4) How. Describe how the data was collected
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Method: Use this dropdown menu to select whether your Measure is Direct or Indirect.  There are also values for 
subcategories within these types. 

Course (required, only available to Program-type Organizations): If a Measure is collected from a Course in your  
Program curriculum, use this field to identify that Course.  Click on the dropdown menu to search the curriculum for 
a Course to select.  If you do not see a Course you expect to see in this list, you can click the Add course to 
program’s curriculum link to add more Courses to the Program curriculum.  For more information about updating 
Program curriculum, please review this guide. 

If a Measure is not collected from a particular Course (for example, if your Measure is a survey that goes out to all students, 
regardless of course enrollment), check the box next to This is a non-course based measure instead of selecting a Course. 

Title (required): Enter the title or name of the measure. 

Results Collection / Align Results: If your institution utilizes a data integration between Planning and Self -Study and 
either an LMS or another Watermark product, such as Aqua or Via, you can align a Measure to an assignment 
collected from that system to automatically populate assessment results from that system into Planning and Self-
Study. Please review the following documentation for more information about our integration options:  
Aligning Rubrics from Aqua by Watermark 
Aligning Rubric Results from Canvas 
Managing the Blackboard Integration 
Managing the D2L Integration 

Target: Enter the target or criteria of success for the measure, e.g. “80% of the s tudent will achieve a score of 3 or 
above.” 

Description: Enter a brief description of the measure activity. 

Attachments / Attach Description Documents: Upload up to 5 files that provide more details about the measure 
activity. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rmFEOmJbZ_h9F2gTcfSdGmqikXU762ut/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v-BDFFGzU9wCYgDYBrnB0ToXYfXwnOPX/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YKRq55ejCgNGwQ6Uxfy_BMIdg1qTI-8q/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xMXr7A8j2LF-3RnpMirZcyjjLg2MWJ4f/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XwIzO8zpbnrnAA4sU9mjfdF17xJ2VsRc/view?usp=sharing
trv546
Sticky Note
Attachments can include examples of completed student work products, a copy of the rubric or evaluation criteria (if used). If indirect measures are used such as surveys or focus groups, a copy of the questionnaire can be attached as well.  

trv546
Sticky Note
For outcomes on student learning  please identify the following:
1) What. Identify the signature student work products or performances used for assessment (e.g., presentation, exam, exhibition)
2) Where. Identify the courses or student experiences where assessment occurs
3) When. Specify the semester and year the data was collected
4) How. Describe the method or tool used to evaluate student work (e.g., rubric)

trv546
Sticky Note
For all other non-learning outcomes, please provide the following information:
1) What. Describe the data (and data source) used for assessment of this outcome 
2) Where. Describe where was data collected 
3) When. Specify the semester and year when the data was collected
4) How. Describe how the data was collected
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Please note that you can always return to this page to edit any part of your Measure later.  Once 
you are done entering information for your Measure, click the Add button in the upper right-
hand corner of the page to save your changes. 
 
 
A message will appear asking whether you are ready to enter the results of the Measure you just entered.  Click No, 
Continue Later to return to your Plan page where you can enter more Measures for your Outcomes, or click Yes, 
Manage Results Now to go to where you can enter your assessment results and findings, a process detailed on page 
11 of this guide. 
 

 
 
 

Edit or Remove a Measure 

From your Plan page, you can make changes to or remove a Measure by first clicking the menu button to the right of the 

Measure Title.  A menu will open the options, Measure Details, which will return you to the measure editing page to make 

changes to your Measure, and Remove from Plan, which allows you to remove a Measure from your Plan.   
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Add/Edit Results 

Add Results 

Once you have added assessment Measures to your Plan, the next step is to enter the Results of those Measures.  To begin, 
click the Add Results button for a Measure for which you have results to enter. 

You will be taken to a page where you are asked to select the results format you would like to use to document evidence of 

your assessment results, described below.  Please note that you may not see all of the following options, based on the type 

of Outcome assessed, and details associated with the Measure. 

I want to send emails and collect scores from faculty: This option is only available for Measures associated with Courses, 

and requires a lot of administrative setup to utilize, but will send emails to faculty teaching course sections asking them to 

enter their students’ scores for a Measure.   

I want to upload the assessment results files: If your assessment Results are documented in a file you have saved to your 

computer, you can use this option to upload that file as evidence. 

I want to enter the count of students who meet/do not meet the criteria:  This option allows you to enter the counts of 

students who met or did not meet your criteria for outcome achievement, and those results will display as a data graphic. 

I want to align results from another system: If your assessment Results are collected from your LMS or either Via or Aqua 

by Watermark, this option populates the results from one of those systems into Planning and Self-Study.  See Results 

Collection/ Align Results section from page 9 for more information on integration options. 

trv546
Sticky Note
This feature will only be available for users assessing "student learning" outcomes. To utilize it, please contact us at assessment@utrgv.edu

trv546
Sticky Note
This feature will only be available for assessment of student learning outcomes. For further details, please contact us at assessment@utrgv.edu

trv546
Sticky Note
This will be the most common selection to report results on student learning outcomes, as it asks users to identify counts of students that met or not met the target criteria stated in the "measure" section above. The benefit of using this feature to report results is that the system will automatically provide data visualizations (graphs) - which can be easily compared over time.

trv546
Sticky Note
This feature is only available for assessing non-student learing outcomes (aka success outcones). Using this feature requires users to state actual performance (results) relative to the target criteria. If users choose to include any graphs of actual results, they will have to be developed independently using another system (Excel, Tableau, PowerBI, etc). 

trv546
Sticky Note
For all other outcomes that are not focused on student learning (known as success outcomes), this will be the only option to report results. See below for more info.
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Please note that you can always return to this page to edit any part of your Results later.  
Once you are done entering information for your Measure, click the Save & Close button in 
the upper right-hand corner of the page to save your changes. 

Upload Assessment Results Files 

If you choose the Results format option, I want to upload the assessment results files, next click the Upload New File 

button to search your computer for a document detailing your assessment Results.  You may upload multiple files to this 

area. 

After you upload a file, you will see buttons to the right of its title to download or remove it. 

You will also also need to click the Summary tab to type additional information about your Results. 

trv546
Sticky Note
Users that are reporting results for non-student learning outcomes will only see this window as the various options described above are only for student learning outcomes. 
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Enter Count of Students who Meet / Do Not Meet Criteria 

If you choose the Results format option, I want to enter the count of students who meet/do not meet the criteria, next 

enter the number of students for each achievement category.  Please note that these categories may be titled differently, 

based on your institution’s setup of Planning and Self-Study.  Click View Results when you have entered your student 

counts. 

Your student performance data will now display as a data graphic.  You may edit these Results by clicking Edit Results. 

trv546
Sticky Note
If the categories on here do not quite match the categories used to assess student learning, simply include the number of students that MET expectations and the number of students that DID NOT Meet the expectations. Think of this section as a binary response (MET/NOT MET) and it will be able to populate a graphic to visualize the results. In summary, the other categories (Exceed and Approach) can be left blank.

trv546
Sticky Note
in plain terms, provide the results for the measure used to assessment this outcome. Note: It should read like the stated target criteria (80% of students scored...)
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You have the option to enter student counts broken down by course section – if your Measure is associated with a Course 

that has Course Sections offered during your Plan year – by selecting Counts for each section and clicking Enter Counts, 

and Planning and Self-Study will automatically aggregate totals across all Course Sections.  

 

Even if you select the I want to enter the count of students who meet/do not meet the criteria  Results format option, 

you may still upload documentation and enter a summary of assessment Results.  To do so, first click the carrot icon to the 

right of Include results files and a summary of results (optional) 

 

 

This will expand options to both upload a file and enter a summary, identical to the steps described on page 12 of this 

guide. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

trv546
Sticky Note
If you only include the counts for "met" and  "not met" and leave other categories blank, then this graph will only display these two categories. 
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Remove and Change Results 

To remove Results and change the selected Results format, click Change Collection Method. 

 

 

This will open a pop-up window to confirm your decision.  Click Yes, Delete Results to proceed and delete your Results, 

which will allow you to select a new Results format. 
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Analyze Results 

Add Findings 

Once you have documented the Results for a Measure, the next step is to document the Findings, or analysis.  From the 

Plan page, you can click Analyze Results to open the page for that Measure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Once you are on that page, scroll down to the Findings category. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The first option in this category is to document the Measure Status for this Measure.  Use the dropdown menu to select 

whether the criteria for this Measure was Met or Not Met, based on the Results. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

trv546
Sticky Note
A measure status must be selected for this section of the report. Selecting Met/Not Met allows programs and organizations to make comparisons of the measure status for a particular outcome.


trv546
Sticky Note
There are only two possible choices (MET and NOT MET). These selections are hard-coded into the system and cannot be changed. So, if the measure was only partially met, the best available selection is "Not Met." If the measure was exceeded, the best available selection is "Met." Feel free to provide further explanation on the analysis section below.
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You may also enter a more detailed Analysis in the following text field. 

 

 
 

View Actions and Past Results 

If the same Measure was used in previous assessment Plans, you can view Actions and Results for previous iterations of 

that Measure to more effectively analyze how the Results for the most recent iteration fit in to a longitudinal understanding 

of the Measure.  To begin, click the Actions & Past Results button in the Findings section. 

 

 
This will open a panel on the right-hand side of your screen.  Click the     and       icons to toggle between 
viewing historic Actions and Results associated with your Measure. 
 

 

trv546
Sticky Note
Note: This section asks users to analyze the results of one measure. As is explained in the pages below of this guide, there is  another section titled Outcome Analysis where users can analyze the findings from multiple measures used to assess the outcome.
 

trv546
Sticky Note
By analysis of the results, we mean a more detailed description or presentation of strengths/weaknesses of student performance. Comparisons of student performance can be made based on different sets or types of questions, different rubric elements, or varying student traits (gender, classification, attendance, etc.).
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Add/Edit Actions 

Add Actions 

Once you have documented Results and Findings for a Measure, the next step is to document follow-up actions.  From the 

Plan page, you can click Add Actions to open the page for that Measure.  

Once you are on that page, scroll down to the Findings category and click Add New Action. 

trv546
Sticky Note
Any actions that your program or unit is taking to seek continuous improvement should be directly tied to the findings and identified in this section. Also, describing "actions" here is especially important for complying with key components of the Institutional Effectiveness standards established by SACSCOC.
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This will open the Actions panel on the right-hand side of the page.  

Next, select the type of action you want to document from the list of 

options.  

 

Once you select an Action Type, enter more details for that Action 

on the following form and click Create Action.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Repeat these steps to enter additional Actions.  There is no limit to the number of Actions that can be added to a Measure.  
For information on how to update an Action’s status, please refer the guide, Centralized Tracking of Actions. 
 
 

  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1S8jHfhsDKzr2TpsCH9GBDjYu4W2KhcJw/view?usp=sharing
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Edit and Delete Actions 

To edit or delete Actions, first open your Action panel by clicking Actions & Past Results in the Findings section. 
 

 
From the Action panel, expand an Action by clicking the arrow next to it.  With the Action expanded, you can edit it by 
clicking the pen icon, or delete by clicking the trash icon.  
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Analyze Outcome 
 
Once you have documented all Measures, Results, and follow-up Actions for an Outcome, the next step is to analyze overall 
achievement of that Outcome.  To begin, click the Analyze Outcome button from the Plan page.  
 

 
In the following form, use the Outcome Status dropdown menu to select whether the Outcome was Met or Not Met.  You 
may also enter more details in the Outcome Analysis text field.  Finally, you can document Actions that are related to the 
Outcome but which are not related to a specific Measure by clicking Add New Action beneath General Actions. 
 

 

trv546
Sticky Note
This section allows programs and organizations to provide an analysis of the outcome rather than a specific measure as mentioned above. This is particularly relevant for programs or units that use multiple measures from different sources of data to assess their progress toward achieving an outcome. Therefore, if you are relying on one measure to assess an outcome this section will be redundant and it may be left blank.




